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The present paper analyzes the nitrogen monoxide generation and reduction during co-combustion of
biomass (sawdust) in a power plant fired with pulverized coal. The physical and mathematical models
highlight the nitrogen monoxide generation and reduction of its concentration by the air staging and combi-
nation of various primary methods. The paper analyzes the influence of the primary air excess coefficient, of
the initial diameter of equivalent fuel particles and of the gravimetric participation of the sawdust to the mix-
ture. The internal recirculation of combustion gases at the burning inlet, the recirculation of the combustion
gases at the furnace end-part, the value of the air excess coefficient and the introduction time of the second-
ary air are considered constant. The mathematical model is validated through tests on real pilot installation
(2 MWt).

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The development of renewable energy sources represents a top
priority worldwide. Within this framework, the biomass will bring a
major contribution in solving the necessity of future energy supply,
due to the biomass potential and to the available technologies [1,2].
The combustion of biomass together with the coal represents one of
the opportunities of biomass development. Analysis of modeling of
NOx reactions in coal combustion systems and NO formation are
conducted in Refs. [3–8]. The investigation of fuel O/N ratio on N2O
andNO chemistry, N2O formation and reduction in biomass combustors
are discussed in Refs. [9,10]. Analysis of deep air staging combustion for
reducing NOx emissions is conducted in Refs. [11–14].

In the present paper, the co-fire process and the generation and
reduction of nitrogenmonoxide concentration during the combustion
of the coal–sawdust mixture are studied. The sawdust can be intro-
duced before (in raw coal bunker) or after (in dust bunker) the grinding
mill. The feeding can be pneumatical (by air) or mechanical (by
screens). In the physical and chemical processes from the furnace,
the thermal decomposition occurrence and combustion of released
rights reserved.
volatiles lead to a developed mathematical model, in order to be closer
to the analyzed real processes.

The paper deals with the computation of nitrogen monoxide con-
centration and the analysis of its main influences, in order to decrease
the nitrogen monoxide concentration. The nitrogen monoxide (NO)
results from the nitrogen oxidation existing in the fuel organic matters
(NOc) and from the oxidation of the nitrogen introduced together with
the combustion air (NOa). The influence of these characteristics is
quantified, after the mathematical model is obtained and applied. The
method of successive air injections (air staging) at burning inlet (or
after an established law) is considered as the primary reducingmethod
(basic). Other primary methods are, also extended, in the same time, in
order to obtain, if it is possible, a NO concentration lower than the value
allowed by environment protection regulations. The paper analyzes the
influence of the primary air excess coefficient, of the initial diameter of
equivalent fuel particles and of the gravimetric participation of the saw-
dust to the mixture. The internal recirculation of combustion gases at
the burning inlet, the recirculation of the combustion gases at the fur-
nace end-part, the value of the air excess coefficient and the introduc-
tion time of the secondary air are considered constant.
2. Mathematical model of solid fuel combustion

The mathematical model is based on physical phenomena and chemical processes of pulverized fuel combustion: heating, release volatiles,
ignition, volatiles burning and coke basis burning. Among these, special emphasis is given to the process of mixing the fuel and the oxidant, on
the temperature and concentration of the reacting substances as most essentials. The model is completed by nitrogen release processes from the
fuel and the formation of nitrogen monoxide reactions. Heat and mass balance written around the particle are the basis to obtaining differential
equations. The mathematical model was developed in Ref. [15] and improved in Ref. [16]. In comparison with previous models [15,16], the
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Nomenclature

Cie, Hie, Oie, Nie, Scie, Aie, Wt
ie elementary analysis components of the initial (working) equivalent fuel mass: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, combustible sulfur, ash and humidity, %
Vie, V, W volatiles amount of initial mass, released mass and burnt mass up to the current time instant τ, kg/kg
kdv0, kav0, kn0, kr0, kno0 pre-exponential factor of volatiles releasing speed, of volatiles combustion, of nitrogen volatilization, of molecular

nitrogen recombined in atomic nitrogen and of nitrogen oxidation
Edv, Eav, En, Er, Eno activation energy required by volatiles releasing, by volatiles combustion, by nitrogen volatilization, by molecular nitro-

gen recombined in atomic nitrogen and by nitrogen oxidation, kJ/(kmol K)
R universal constant of the perfect gas, kJ/(kmol K)
T, Tg particle temperature and gas temperature, K
C current oxygen concentration, kg/Nm3

Va
0e, Vaum

0e , Vg
0e theoretical dry air volume, theoretical wet air volume and theoretical combustion gas volume, Nm3/kg

Vgz1, Vgz2, Vgz3 current gaseous phase volume, Nm3/kg
cv; ca; ck; cO2 ; cCO2 specific heat of volatiles, ash, coke, oxygen and carbon dioxide, kJ/(kg K)
cg specific heat of burnt gases, kJ/(Nm3 K)
vv specific volatiles volume, Nm3/kg
Qv, Qk calorific power of volatiles and calorific power of coke, kJ/kg
ak coke energy emission coefficient
K global constant of the reaction rate, m/s
Tfl, Tt, Tf, T0 flame temperature, theoretical (adiabatic) temperature, temperature at the outlet from furnace and reference temperature

(T0=273K), K
Cf
ie initial content of fix equivalent fuel, kg/kg

Nv, Nc momentary concentration of the atomic volatilized nitrogen existing in the gaseous phase and of the atomic nitrogen, respectively,
kg/Nm3

N2, N2
c, N2

a total concentration of themolecular nitrogen, total concentration of nitrogen from the equivalent fuel and from air, respectively,
kg/Nm3

GFL thermal radiation coefficient between the radiant bodies within the furnace and the burning powder jet
revp, revs, ri, rf recirculation degree from the “discharge” (combustion gases for primary inlet), recirculation degree (combustion gases from

secondary inlet), recirculation degree from the burning inlet, recirculation degree from furnace end-part, respectively
k constant of the kinetic reaction rate, m/s
D molecular diffusion coefficient, m2/s
gp gravimetric participation of the sawdust to the mixture
MO2 , MO2k quantity of oxygen required for combustion, quantity of oxygen required by coke co-combustion, respectively, kgO2/kg coke
cam specific heat of mixed air and combustion gas at “discharge,” kJ/(Nm3 K)
tam secondary mixing temperature at the burning inlet, °C

Greek symbols
δ, δ0 current particle diameter and initial particle diameter, m
ζ=Vg

0e/Vaum
0e combustion gases rising volume coefficient

ρce, ρk initial equivalent fuel density, respectively coke density, kg/m3

αg thermal convective coefficient, kW/(m2 K)
λg=λ0+b ⋅Tg gas thermal conductivity coefficient, kW/(m K)
σ0 Boltzmann constant, kW/(m2K4)
γ fraction of the initial nitrogen which can be volatilized
λp, λi, λf, λev primary air excess coefficient, burning inlet air excess coefficient, furnace end-part air excess coefficient and discharge air

excess coefficient
τ, τa, τ1, τ2 current time instant, total burning time of equivalent fuel particle, and time instants at the end of stage Z1 and stage Z2, s
β mass-transfer coefficient, m/s

Superscripts and subscripts
Cf
i index referring to 1 kg fix equivalent fuel combustion

v index referring to 1 kg of volatiles
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present paper analyzes co-combustion between biomass (sawdust) and pulverized coal. In addition, this paper considers that not all the nitro-
gen quantity is transformed in NO. This decrease is studied in different types of equations in Refs. [17]. The exposed model considers the NO
concentration decreasing caused by the heterogeneous reaction of the nitrogen monoxide on carbon surface. The NO real concentration is
thus obtained. The co-combustion time is divided in three stages taking into consideration physical phenomena and chemical processes: for
release volatiles and for ignition (stage Z1), for volatiles combustion (stage Z2) and coke basis combustion (stage Z3). For each one of them,
the characteristic mathematical model for their own physical and chemical processes is presented (differential equations are written for each
zone). The secondary air introduction is considered to be done according to a linear time low. The co-combustion took place by an infinite
number of stages, as it was shown in Ref. [15]. This co-combustion is called also co-combustion with continue access of secondary air. Thus,
the equations structure [18], which forms the mathematical model, is changed. The spray sawdust–coal co-fire layout, completed by the
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interfering parameters, is shown in Fig. 1. Also, the mathematical model functions have a dynamics related to the period of co-combustion. This
dynamics is presented in Fig. 2.

2.1. Mathematical model for stage Z1

This stage corresponds to the interval 0bτbτ1, where τ1 is the time instant when the introduction of the secondary air starts. The time instant
τ1 is immediately after the volatiles ignition time, τig.v.

The equations for stage Z1 are:

• the released volatiles dynamics:

dV
dτ

¼ kdv0 V ie−V
� �

e−
Edv
RT ð1Þ

• the volatiles combustion dynamics:

dW
dτ

¼ kav0 V−Wð Þ·C·e−
Eav
RTg ð2Þ

• the equivalent fuel temperature dynamics:

dT
dτ

¼

(
π·δ30
6

·ρe
c cv· T−273ð Þ þ Qv½ �dV

dτ
−π·δ2

2
·ρk· ck· T−273ð Þ þ Qk½ �· dδ

dτ
þ

þπ·δ2·σ0·ak· T4
fl−T4

h i
þ π·δ2·αg· Tg−T

� �
þ

þπ·δ2·�K·C·
T0

Tg
cO2

Tg−273
� �

−44
32

cCO2
T−273ð Þ

� �)

π·δ30
6 ρe

c· V ie−V
� �

·cv þ π·δ3
6 ρk·ck

" #
ð3Þ

where Tfl can be determined from T fl ¼ 0:925·
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T t·T f

p
[19], K can be obtained from K ¼ 1= 1=kþ 1=βð Þ [20], with β=2 ∙D/δ, and αg is given by

αg=2 ∙λg/δ [20].
• the combustion gases temperature dynamics:

dTg

dτ
¼

(
π·δ2

2
·ρe

c·cg· Tg−273
� �

· ζ−1ð Þ·V0e
aum·

dδ
dτ

−π·δ30
6

·ρe
c· Qv þ cg· Tg−273

� �
vv

h i
·
dV
dτ

þ

þπ·δ30
6

·ρe
c Qv þ cg Tg−273

� �
·vv

h i dW
dτ

−π·δ2·αg· Tg−T
� �

−

−π·δ2·�K·C·
T0

Tg
cO2

· Tg−273
� �

−44
32

cCO2
T−273ð Þ

� �
−GFL· T4

g−T4
fl

� �)

π·δ30
6

·ρe
c·cg·Vgz1

ð4Þ

where Vgz1 is the specific combustion gases volume of Z1 stage, referring to 1 kg of equivalent fuel.
Fig 1. The sprayed solid fuel combustion layout.



Fig. 2. The combustion dynamics of the solid fuel particle (qualitative presentation).
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The computing relation for Vgz1 is:

Vgz1 ¼
(
λp·V

0e
aum þ 1:242·W ie

t þ
"
rf · λf þ ζ−1ð Þ þ revp· λev þ ζ−1ð Þ þ

þri · λi þ ζ−1ð Þ· τ
τa

#
V0e
aum−W·VO2v þW·V0e

gv þ vv· V−Wð Þ−

− 1− δ3

δ30

 !
· Cie

f ·VO2Ci
f
þ V ie−V
� �

·VO2v− V ie−V
� �

·V0e
gv−Cie

f ·V
0e
gCi

f

� � ð5Þ

where VO2
is the specific oxygen volume required by the co-fire process and Vg

0e is the resulted combustion gases volume, on the same reference
base.

• the diameter dynamics of the equivalent fuel particle is given by:

dδ
dτ

¼ − 2
ρk

�K·C·
T0

Tg
·

1
MO2k

ð6Þ

The following expressions of the model consider the generation of nitrogen monoxide from air and equivalent fuel:

• kinetics of the atomic nitrogen volatilization of the equivalent fuel organic mass:

dNv

dτ
¼ kn0· γ·

Nie

100·Vgz1
−Nv

 !
·e−En= R·Tð Þ ð7Þ

• the dynamics of the molecular nitrogen generation from the atomic nitrogen:

dNc
2

dτ
¼ kr0·

Nc

Tg

 !2

·e−
Er
RTg ð8Þ

with Nc=Nv−N2
c−14/30⋅NOc.

• the generation speed of the released nitrogen monoxide from the nitrogen of the equivalent fuel organic mass, taking into account its hetero-
geneous reduction on the coke basis surface – negative term – can be expressed as:

dNOc

dτ
¼ kno0·N

c·
C
Tg

 !1:5

·e−
Eno
RTg−1:9·1012·NOc·e−

241
RTg ð9Þ

• the nitrogen monoxide generation from the nitrogen of the combustion air, according to the Zeldovici's law [10,21]:

dNOa

dτ
¼ 3:34·1013·N2·

C
Tg

 !0:5

·e−
64;500
Tg −15:58·1011· NOa� �2· CTg

� �
−0:5·e−

43;000
Tg ð10Þ

with N2=N2
c+N2

a.

image of Fig.�2
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This stage includes the initial time instant, τ=0. At this time instant, the oxygen concentration resulted from primary air combustion, from
burnt recirculated gas at the furnace end-part and from the burnt recirculated gas at the steam generator end-part, is given by:

C¼

n
λp·MO2

þ rf · λf−1ð Þ þ revp· λev−1ð Þ þ ri· λi−1ð Þ·τ=τa
h i

·MO2
−W·MO2v

− 1−δ3=δ30
� �

· Cie
f ·MO2C

ie
f
þ V ie−V
� �

·MO2v

h i)

Vgz1

ð11Þ

In this stage, the concentration of the molecular nitrogen resulted from air, is given by:

Na
2 ¼ 0:9875·V0e

a ·
λp þ rf · λf−1ð Þ þ ri· λi−1ð Þ·τ=τa

Vgz1

 !
ð12Þ

2.2. Mathematical model for stage Z2

This stage corresponds to the time interval τ1≤τ≤τ2, as shown in Fig. 2. After the volatiles were ignited (W>0), the secondary air and the
recirculated combustion gases are introduced. The Z2 stage termination, corresponding to τ2=τ1+Δτ, is considered at the time instant when
the volatiles were burned. Also, at the time instant τ2, the secondary air introduction terminated.

The equations of this stage are:

• Eq. (1) for the released volatiles dynamics;
• Eq. (2) for the volatiles combustion dynamics;
• Eq. (3) for the equivalent fuel temperature dynamics;
• for the gaseous phase temperature variation:

dTg

dτ
¼

(
π·δ2

2
·ρe

c·cg Tg−273
� �

· ζ−1ð Þ·V0e
aum·

dδ
dτ

−π·δ30
6

·ρe
c· Qv þ cg· Tg−273

� �
vv

h i
·
dV
dτ

þ

þ π·δ30
6

·ρe
c Qv þ cg· Tg−273

� �
·vv

h i
·
dW
dτ

−π·δ2·αg· Tg−T
� �

−

−π·δ2·�K·C·
T0

Tg
cO2

· Tg−273
� �

−44
32

·cCO2
· T−273ð Þ

� �
−

−π·δ30
6

·ρe
c·cg Tg−273

� �
rev· ζ−λev−1ð Þ þ λi−λp

h i
·

V0e
aum

τ2−τ1
þ

þ π·δ30
6

·ρe
c· revs· ζ þ λev−1ð Þ þ λi−λp

h i
·

V0e
aum

τ2−τ1
·cam·tam

)

π·δ30
6

·ρe
c·cg·VgZ2

 !

ð13Þ

where VgZ2 is the gaseous phase volume corresponding to stage Z2. The volume VgZ2 is given by:

Vgz2 ¼ Vgz1 þ revs· ζ þ λev−1½ � þ λi−λp

n o
·
τ−τ1
τ2−τ1

·V0e
aum ð14Þ

which shows the linear ascending (in time) of secondary air introduced in jet.
• the diameter variation of the equivalent fuel particle is given by Eq. (6);

• equation of nitrogen volatilization dynamics is:

dNv

dτ
¼ kn0· γ·

Nie

100·Vgz2

−Nv

 !
·e−

En
RT ð15Þ

The equations dN2
c/dτ, dNOc/dτ and dNOa/dτ are identical with Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) from stage Z1. For stage Z2, the difference is given by

oxygen concentration:

C ¼

(
λp·MO2

þ rf · λf−1ð Þ þ revp· λev−1ð Þ þ ri· λi−1ð Þ·τ=τa
h i

·MO2
−WMO2v

−

− 1−δ3=δ30
� �

· Cie
f ·MO2C

ie
f
þ V ie−V
� �

·MO2v

h i
þ λi−λp þ revs· λev−1ð Þ
h i

·
τ−τ1
τ2−τ1

·MO2

)
,

Vgz2 ð16Þ

while the concentration of the molecular nitrogen resulted from the air is given by:

Na
2 ¼ 0:9875·V0e

a

Vgz2

· λp þ rf ·λf þ ri·λi·
τ
τa

þ revp·λev þ λi−λp þ revs·λev

h i
·
τ−τ1
τ2−τ1

	 

ð17Þ
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The stage Z2 can have variable duration, depending of the fuel type. The time interval Δτ is established at the beginning of the computation.
In this case, the optimal value was considered 0.2 s (10 secondary air injections).

2.3. Mathematical model for stage Z3

The stage Z3 stage starts at the time instant τ2 and terminates at the moment when the coke basis has burnt. The stage Z3 corresponds to the
time interval τ2≤τ≤τa. The equations of stage Z3, that set the difference between this stage and the other two, are:

• gaseous phase temperature variation:

dTg

dτ
¼

(
π
2
·ρe

c·cg· Tg−273
� �

· ζ−1ð Þ·δ2·V0e
aum·

dδ
dτ

−π·δ30
6

·ρe
c Qv þ cg· Tg−273

� �
·vv

h i
·
dV
dτ

þ

þ πδ30
6

·ρe
c· Qv þ cg· Tg−273

� �
·vv

h i
·
dW
dτ

−π·δ2·αg Tg−T
� �

−

π·δ2·�K·C·
T0

Tg
· cO2

· Tg−273
� �

−44
32

·cCO2
· T−273ð Þ

� �)

π·δ30
6

·ρe
c·cg·Vgz3

 !
ð18Þ

• nitrogen existing in equivalent fuel volatilization dynamics:

dNv

dτ
¼ kn0· γ·

Nie

100· Vgz3

−Nv

 !
·e−

En
RT ð19Þ

For stage Z3, the gaseous phase volume is given by:

Vgz3 ¼ Vgz1 þ revs· ζ þ λev−1ð Þ þ λi−λp

h i
·V0e

aum ð20Þ

• current oxygen concentration:

C ¼

(
λp·MO2

þ rf · λf−1ð Þ þ revp· λev−1ð Þ þ ri· λi−1ð Þ·τ=τa
h i

·MO2
−WMO2v

−

− 1−δ3=δ30
� �

Cie
f ·MO2C

ie
f
þ V ie−V
� �

·MO2v

h i
þ λi−λp þ revs· λev−1ð Þ
h i

·MO2

)

Vgz3
ð21Þ

while the current nitrogen concentration is given by:

Na
2 ¼ 0:9875·V0e

a

Vgz3

rf ·λf þ ri·λi
τ
τa

þ revp·λev þ revs·λev þ λi

� �
ð22Þ
Table 1
The composition of the equivalent fuel.

The gravimetric participation
of the sawdust, gp, %

0 10 20 30 40

Cie, kg/kg 23.2 25.63 27.76 29.89 31.84
Hie, kg/kg 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3
Oie, kg/kg 8.1 10.61 13.12 15.63 18.14
Nie, % 0.80 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88
Sc
ie, % 1.10 1.0 0.90 0.80 0.70

Aie, % 30.6 28.1 25.6 23.1 20.6
Wt

ie, % 34.1 31.74 29.38 27.02 24.66
Vie, kg/kg 0.224 0.2761 0.3282 0.3803 0.4324
Cf
ie, kg/kg 0.129 0.1255 0.122 0.1185 0.115

ρce, kg/m3 1,200 1,103 1,006 909 812
Qi
ie, kJ/kg 8132.6 9007.41 9813.22 10619.03 11424.84

Va
0e, Nm3/kg 2.33 2.52 2.70 2.88 3.05

Vaum
0e , Nm3/kg 2.37 2.56 2.74 2.93 3.10

Vg
0e, Nm3/kg 2.956 3.152 3.341 3.53 3.707
3. Results

The system for different variants has been solved (by Runge Kutta
method) in order to make comparisons between them, starting from
the equation representing the dependence of the value of the NO con-
centration (NOc+NOa) upon different independent variants consid-
ered for different variable parameters:

NO ¼ f δ0;λp; gp; revp; revs
� �

; ð23Þ

where the initial diameter of particle δ0 is between 60 and 160 μm,
the primary air excess coefficient λp is between 0.15 and 0.40, the
gravimetric participation of the sawdust gp is between 0.00 and 0.40
and recirculation degrees revp, revs are between 0.00 and 0.20.

To solve the system, the following fuels with the elementary anal-
ysis at the primary stage have been selected:

• coal: Ci=23.2%; Hi=1.80%; Oi=8.10%; Ni=0.80%; Sc
i =

1.10%; Ai=30.60%; Wt
i=34.10%; Vi=22.4%; Cfi=12.9%; ρc=

1,200 kg/m3; Qi
i=8,201.6 kJ/kg;

• sawdust: Ci=44.80%; Hi=4.80%; Oi=33.2%; Ni=1% ;Sci =
0.10%; Ai=5.60% ; Wt

i=10.50%; Vi=74.5%; Cf
i=9.40%; ρc=

230 kg/m3; Qi
i=16,259.7 kJ/kg.
Based on the above data and depending on the gravimetric partic-
ipation of the sawdust, the analysis (at working mass) of the equiva-
lent fuel is determined. The results are reported in Table 1. The
maximal gravimetric participation of the sawdust, gp, was considered



Fig. 6. Variation of NO concentration as the particle diameter increases, for different

Fig. 5. Variation of NO concentration as the particle diameter increases, for different
primary air excess coefficients; gp=0.10.

Fig. 3. Variation of τ as the gravimetric participation of the sawdust increases, for
different recirculation degrees.
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as 40%, because beyond this value problems related to the obstruction
of the grounding mills are occurring.

The data in Table 1 allow the calculation of the values (e.g. Va
0e,

Vaum
0e , Vg

0e, etc.) required for solving the mathematical model. The con-
stants from equations depend on the nature of fuels. For example,
some values are given:

• cg=1.4 kJ/Nm3, vv=1.307 Nm3/kg, GFL=0.1, ρk=494 kg/m3,
Qv=14, 000 kJ/kg, ck ¼ 1:2 kJ= kg Kð Þ;MO2 ¼ 0:597 kg=kg; MO2v ¼
1:425 kg=kg, etc.

Furthermore, before the mathematical model solving, the initial
conditions (at τ=0) are fixed:

• V=W=Nv=N2
c=NOc=NOa=0, T=Tg=350 K,etc.

The results are illustrated in Figs. 3–8. Fig. 3 illustrates the varia-
tion of burning time, τ, as the gravimetric participation of the sawdust
increases, for different recirculation degrees (revp=0 and revs=0.2;
revp=0.1 and revs=0.1; revp=0.2 and revs=0.1). As illustrated, the
best solution is to introduce recirculated flue gas in secondary air
jet. Fig. 4 shows the variation of NO concentration depending on the
particle diameter (δ0=60, 90, 120, 160 μm), for different primary
air excess coefficients (λp=0.20, 0.30, 0.40) and for gravimetric par-
ticipation of the sawdust, gp=0. The NO concentration decreases
with increasing the primary air excess. The influence of particle diam-
eter on NO concentration is minimal. However, it can be observed a
lower NO concentration for fuel particles with diameters between
50 and 90 μm. The NO concentration values are between 390
and 540 mg/Nm3. Fig. 5 shows the variation of NO concentration
depending on the particle diameter, for different primary air excess
coefficients and for gravimetric participation of the sawdust, gp=
0.1. The NO concentration decreases with increasing primary air
Fig. 4. Variation of NO concentration as the particle diameter increases, for different
primary air excess coefficients; gp=0.00.
excess, but in this case (gp=0.1) the decrease is lower than for gp=0.
The NO concentration values are between 350 and 490 mg/Nm3.
Fig. 6 shows the variation of NO concentration depending on the parti-
cle diameter, for different primary air excess coefficients and for gravi-
metric participation of the sawdust, gp=0.2. The primary air excess
influence on NO concentration is the same, but for gp=0.2 the NO con-
centration decreasesmore than in previous cases. TheNO concentration
values are between 305 and 440 mg/Nm3 g. Fig. 7 shows the variation
of NO concentration depending on the particle diameter, for different
primary air excess coefficients and for gp=0.3. The NO concentration
values are between 250 and 370 mg/Nm3. Fig. 8 shows the variation
of NO concentration depending on the particle diameter, for different
primary air excess coefficients and for gp=0.4. The NO concentration
values are the smallest and range between 190 and 270 mg/Nm3.
4. Experimental work

For validating the mathematical model results, a series of experi-
ments are conducted on 2 MW thermal pilot plant, modified for
pulverized combustion of coal–sawdust [22]. Fig. 9 shows the boiler
pilot scheme. The coal–sawdust mixture is made in raw fuel bunker.
Elementary and technique analyzes of the fuels are made in the ex-
perimental study of fuels using: electronic balance Kern ABJ, sorting
Fig. 7. Variation of NO concentration as the particle diameter increases, for different
primary air excess coefficients; gp=0.30.

primary air excess coefficients; gp=0.20.
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Fig. 8. Variation of NO concentration as the particle diameter increases, for different
primary air excess coefficients; gp=0.40.
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device, furnace Nabetherm, Elemental Combustion System CHNS-O
4010. The capacity of the bunker is 250 kg. The grinding capacity of
the fanmill is 120–150 kg/h. The setting of the optimal grinding degree
of fuel is done by dust separator. This separator has 12 adjustable posi-
tions. The dust fuel is extracted at point A. The fineness of grinding is
estimated in terms of the sieve residue R90. The combustion air is
preheated to 220–230 °C. Secondary air enters into the straight-flow
burner by the three injections (Sa1, Sa2 and Sa3) and surrounding the
primary jet. Cold air injections are necessary to protect the boiler con-
vective zone. At point B (fine of the furnace), a gas analyzer HORIBA
PG-250 for measuring the NO concentration is installed. The experi-
mental results are reported in Table 2. The analysis results confirm the
hypothesis of the mathematical model, as follows:

• burning sawdust mixed with coal reduces the nitrogen monoxide
concentration;
Fig. 9. Scheme of the 2 MWt pilot installation used for the experiments: 1—raw fuel bunke
burner; 7—tubular air heater; 8—air fan; 9—flying ash separator; 10—ash bunker; 11—wo
visit hole; A—point of dust extraction; B—flue gas analyzer; P1, P2, P3…P8—measurement p
• nitrogen monoxide concentration decreases with increasing prima-
ry air excess coefficient;

• recirculated combustion gases in secondary air represents a better
solution than injection in primary jet;

• the influence of particle diameter on NO concentration is minimal.
Lower values for NO concentration are reported for particles with
diameters between 50 and 90 μm.

Table 2 reports also the values of NO concentration by running the
mathematical model. By comparing the results, it can be seen that the
NO measured values are higher than the NO calculated values. There
are at least two main explications:

• for the experiments, the number of secondary air injections is only
3, much lower than in the mathematical model;

• in the mathematical (theoretical) model, the particle diameter is
constant; for real cases, the particles are divided into granulometric
classes by the dust separator (≤60 μm, ≤90 μm…).

5. Conclusions

• The physical model proposed divides the combustion time in three
bounded stages: stage Z1 from the initial moment until after the
volatile substances ignition, stage Z2 ending at the moment of
total introduction of the secondary air, and stage Z3 terminating at
the complete combustion of the particle of equivalent fuel;

• The combustion of the mixture sawdust–coal leads to a reduction of
the total combustion time, compared with the combustion of the
coal, by 15–25% due to the higher content of volatile substances of
the sawdust with respect to the coal;

• The value of the nitrogen monoxide concentration in the mixture of
r; 2—fuel feeder; 3—pre-drying tower; 4—mill fan; 5—dust separator; 6—straight-flow
rking fluid; 12—flue gases fan; 13—flue gases recirculated fan; FP—flap control; VH—
oints (flow, temperature, pressure).
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Table 2
Comparison of the calculated and measured NO concentration values.

gp=0.0
(rf=0.15;ri=0)

NO calculated (mg/Nm3) NO measured (at 6% O2)
(ppm)/(mg/Nm3)

δ0=60μm
δ0≤60μm

λp=0.15 revp=0;revs=0.15 503 443/592.7
revp=0.15;revs=0 520 474/634.2

λp=0.30 revp=0;revs=0.15 428 371/496.4
revp=0.15;revs=0 440 365 /488.3

gp=0.10
(rf=0.15;ri=0)

NO calculated (mg/Nm3) NO measured (at 6% O2)
(ppm)/(mg/Nm3)

δ0=90μm
δ0≤90μm

λp=0.15 revp=0;revs=0.15 490 446/596.7
revp=0.15;revs=0 512 459/614.1

λp=0.30 revp=0;revs=0.15 402 480/642.2
revp=0.15;revs=0 418 349/466.9

gp=0.20
(rf=0.15;ri=0)

NO calculated (mg/Nm3) NO measured (at 6% O2)
(ppm)/(mg/Nm3)

δ0=120μm
δ0≤120μm

λp=0.15 revp=0;revs=0.15 438 402/537.8
revp=0.15;revs=0 452 385/515.1

λp=0.30 revp=0;revs=0.15 344 288/385.3
revp=0.15;revs=0 373 309/413.4

gp=0.30
(rf=0.15;ri=0)

NO calculated (mg/Nm3) NO measured (at 6% O2)
(ppm)/(mg/Nm3)

δ0=120μm
δ0≤120μm

λp=0.15 revp=0;revs=0.15 348 293/392.3
revp=0.15;revs=0 361 307/410.7

λp=0.30 revp=0;revs=0.15 296 245/327.8
revp=0.15;revs=0 317 274/366.6

gp=0.40
(rf=0.15;ri=0)

NO calculated (mg/Nm3) NO measured (at 6% O2)
(ppm)/(mg/Nm3)

δ0=160μm
δ0≤160μm

λp=0.15 revp=0;revs=0.15 261 228/305
revp=0.15;revs=0 278 236/315.7

λp=0.30 revp=0;revs=0.15 205 170/227.4
revp=0.15;revs=0 228 202/270.2
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fuels depends, among others, on the initial diameter of the particle
of equivalent fuel, δ0, on the primary air excess coefficient, λp, and
on the gravimetric participation of the sawdust in the mixture, gp;

• The influence of the sawdust combustion on NO concentration is a
complex and contradictory one. Thus: the higher content of nitro-
gen in the organic mass leads to the increase of NOc; the higher
calorific power leads to the increase of the theoretical combustion
temperature, thus favoring the thermal NO; the high content of
oxygen in the composition of sawdust leads to a reduction of the
volume of oxygen introduced, a fact that diminishes the concen-
tration of NO;

• Also, the value of NO is influenced by the quantity of air introduced
under the form of primary air (the concentration of NO decreases
with the increase of λp) and by the gravimetric participation of the
sawdust in the mixture (the concentration of NO decreases with the
increase of gp). By increasing the gp, the volume of oxygen introduced
decreases and this fact entails an increase of λp (NO diminishes),
being known that one of the conditions for obtaining a lower NO con-
centration is the observance of the condition, λp≈Vie [19];

• By the combustion of the mixture coal–sawdust under the above men-
tioned circumstances, NO concentration values between 540 and
190 mg/Nm3 are obtained, values close to the limits of emission. Any-
how, the decision to implement the sawdust in producing energy im-
plies the analysis of the economic factors (the production and the
transport cost for the sawdust, the benefit on the market of green cer-
tificates, etc.);

• Experimental results confirm the hypothesis of the mathematical
model. NO measured values are higher than NO calculated values
being between 640 and 230 mg/Nm3 because of the number of sec-
ondary air injections and particle-size distribution.
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